[Relationship between taenia coli electric activity and circular fibers. Study of the human transverse colon].
First results of the comparison between the electrical activity of taenia coli and circular muscle are described. Experimental techniques consisted in recording electrical activity for 83 h in 12 patients during the post-operative period after cholecystectomy. Bipolar wire electrodes were surgically inserted in each muscle of the transverse colon's median portion. Statistical treatment leads to the principal conclusion as follows: Whatever type of muscles we have investigated, always could be found slow rhythmic components (called electro-control activity, ECA) in frequency ranges of 1-5 c/min and 9-12 c/min. Major part of taenia coli ECA is in frequency range between 1-5 c/min. ECA in this frequency range can be found in 21% of circular ECA, 23% of taenia coli ECA and 9% of common ECA (% means percents of total recording time). Higher frequencies are found in 7% of circular ECA, 4% of taenia coli ECA and 3% of common ECA. Using long time constant (more than 2 s) the bursts of spikes (10-50 microV) meaning active responses are always accompanied with slower components of important amplitude (greater than or equal to 100 microV): In the discrete mode of activity (DERA) short bursts (during 1-2.5 s) always follow the ECA, whereas in the continuous mode of activity (CERA) mostly longlasting bursts (up to 30 s) could be found. The bursts represent 14% of total time, namely in 8% of longitudinal ECA, 4% of circular ECA and 2% of common ECA. ECA of taenia coli in the case of common ECA is always prolonged. Typical slow waves of greater amplitude (greater than or equal to 500 microV) different from ECA are frequently recorded probably due the intensive contractile process.